Machine Learning on the
Endpoint and in the Cloud
Let Your Customers Reap the Benefits of SEP 14
Attackers are employing more sophisticated techniques. Your
customers need a solution that combines proven and next
generation endpoint technology to address the growing threat.
Your Customers Need SEP 14:
Intelligent Protection Against the Next Generation of Threats – To address
advanced threats, both known and unknown, endpoint protection must combine
proven and next generation technology.
SEP 14 offers:
Multi-dimensional machine learning, on the endpoint and in the cloud, to
detect new threats before they execute, with very low false positives
Real-time exploit mitigation to shield your customer's popular software
against zero-day memory attacks
Access to the largest civilian threat intelligence network in the world, to block
over 1M unknown and next gen threats every day; with 99.99% accuracy.
A High-Performance, Lightweight Agent that Boosts Efficiency – Your
customers shouldn’t have to choose between protection and performance.
SEP 14 offers:
Fast and accurate detection of custom packed malware using emulation
capabilities that run in milliseconds.
Advanced detection techniques and patented real-time intelligent cloud lookup
to achieve 15% faster scanning times.
A single lightweight agent with content updates that are over 80% smaller.
Your customers want more. SEP 14 enables other Symantec products like ATP
and Risk Insight so your customers can get more from their investment while
improving their ability to prepare, protect, detect, and respond to threats. Plus,
with Symantec's new programmable REST APIs they can easily integrate with 3rd
party products to build a more robust security infrastructure.
Talk to Your Customers Today about SEP 14!
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